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Here is where it started.



Here is where it got real...





To really appreciate this, we have to get a little existential…



The awareness or perception of something by a person.

CONSCIOUSNESS



A particular instance of personally encountering or undergoing something.

EXPERIENCE



A thing that is actually experienced or seen.

REALITY



The ability to understand and share the feelings of another.

EMPATHY



A particular attitude toward or way of regarding something; a point of view.

PERSPECTIVE



A frame of reference to think about immersive tech and business application.

CONSCIOUSNESS EXPERIENCE REALITY EMPATHY PERSPECTIVE
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Immersive technology refers to technology that blurs 
the line between the physical world and digital or 
simulated world, thereby creating a sense of 
immersion.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/immersive_technology
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A definition for the rest of us.

REALITY
AUGMENTED

REALITY
AUGMENTED
VIRTUALITY

VIRTUALITY

360° AR MR VR

Real environments
and objects

Digital objects in
real environments

Real objects in
digital environments

Completely digital
environments and objects



CONSCIOUSNESS
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What is immersive technology?

360° Video

360-degree videos, also known 

as immersive videos or spherical 

videos, are video recordings where a view 

in every direction is recorded at the same 

time, shot using an omnidirectional 

camera or a collection of cameras. During 

playback the viewer has control of the 

viewing direction like a panorama.
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What is immersive technology?

Augmented Reality

Augmented reality refers to the 

augmentation of a live direct or indirect 

view of a physical real-world environment, 

and computer-generated images are 

superimposed on a user's view of the real-

world, thus enhancing one’s current 

perception of reality.
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What is immersive technology?

Mixed Reality

Mixed reality combines the best of both 

virtual reality and augmented reality, 

where real world objects are dynamically 

integrated into virtual worlds to produce 

new environments and visualizations 

where physical and digital objects co-exist 

in real time.
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What is immersive technology?

Virtual Reality

Virtual reality is a realistic simulation of an 

environment that is created with a mixture 

of interactive hardware and software, and 

presented to the user in such a way that 

the user suspends belief and accepts it as 

a real environment.
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What is immersive technology?

Immersive Technology Industry Growth

Source: SuperData Research VR Data Network, February 2017
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How will immersive technology impact society?
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How will immersive technology impact society?

WEB 1.0
HYPERTEXT WEB

WEB 2.0
SOCIAL WEB

WEB 3.0
SEMANTIC WEB

Web 2.5
MOBILE WEB

Web 4.0
INTELLIGENT WEB

Disintermediated Us Democratized Us Collectivized Us Exposed Us
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A Brave New World…

Experience life in someone else’s shoes

We have the ability conquer phobias

Relive moments from past or different perspectives

We will be come desensitized

We will become addicted

How will immersive technology impact society?
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M360° Cameras



How do you experience immersive technology?EXPERIENCE

MAugmented Reality Devices



How do you experience immersive technology?EXPERIENCE

MMobile VR Headsets



How do you experience immersive technology?EXPERIENCE

MTethered VR Headsets
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What is immersive technology?

Platforms by preferred developer use

Source: GDC State of the Industry 2017
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Healthcare

Virtual Reality is proving to be more effective than morphine at treating pain

First cancer surgery broadcast in VR from the Royal London Hospital on April 14, 2016 

Psychologists have been successful at treating PTSD using immersive technologies

Immersive training is leading to faster doctors who make fewer mistakes
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Business & Engineering

Visualize data from multiple angles and dimensions and in more intuitive ways

Remote training is proving to be cheaper and more effective using immersive technologies

Manufacturing is seeing accuracy and speed increases due to real-time rendering in AR

Social VR is proving to be more engaging than video conferencing
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Education & Training

VR training combines 3 learning styles (visual, auditory and kinesthetic) into one experience

VR is reducing the cost of military training – US Army, Ukrainian Army and African Defense Web

Studies are showing AR to be effective for learning engagement, performance and motivation

Schools in San Francisco and Florida have successfully deployed and executed virtual lesson plans
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Sports & Live Events

Athletics departments leverage VR to increase fan engagement and player recruiting

Live-streaming of concerts is proving to be a legitimate revenue generator for popular music

VR enhances the process and increases the speed of decision-making in soccer players

Live Nation, Samsung, the NBA and UFC have all broadcast events in VR and 360 for consumers
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Marketing and Retail

VR for business (store design) – AR for consumers (shopping)

VR is facilitating greater brand engagement than television 

Try on clothes, virtually paint walls and try out furniture in your home or on your patio

Clients can now visualize projects in full-scale, real world spaces



REALITY
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How is immersive tech disrupting industry?

Predicted market size of VR/AR software for different use cases in 2025*

Source: Goldman Sachs Investment Research
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How can we leverage immersive tech in our business?

Why Bother?

Platform shifts create new opportunities

Early adoption creates marketing opportunity

Exploration leads to new products and new IP

Engage employees and enhance company culture
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How can we leverage immersive tech in our business?

Influence an employee or customers 
point of view about your business

Increase accuracy and with virtual 
training and/or augmented work 
environments

Explore company data and analytics 
from new perspectives to find 
previously unseen opportunities

Build customer advocacy Optimize internal processes React to the market faster

MARKETING TRAINING VISUALIZATION



PERSPECTIVE

When people ask whether virtual reality will be a real 

thing or just the next 3D, what I always say is, 'Take a 

headset, walk outside, and the next person you meet, 

put it on them and see what the reaction is.'

How can we leverage immersive tech in our business?

- Chris Milk, Within
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Thanks to our partners!

Virtual Reality Content Creators
http://immersive.is

Reseller, integrator and tech rental provider
http://www.abcomrents.com

Entrepreneurship. Amplified
http://loud.vc



Questions?


